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Name: Remover Acetone Free

Product: Nail polish remover without acetone

Versions: 
-  standard: to remove effectively without being aggressive  
-  extra strong: for a stronger removal  
-  gently: with oils, to remove gently 
- MM: basic formulation for a normal removal

Description  
Remover without acetone that removes the nail polish 
without attacking the nail.

How to use: Gently massage your nail with a cotton pad

Colour 
It is available in different colours according to the table. 
Violet. It’s the colour with the major frequency and the higher 
energy of the visible spectrum. It’s relaxing and it has a great 
influence on the nervous system. 
Brown. It represents the colour of the Mother Earth and 
it helps to be practical and to do not break concentration.
Yellow. It’s a strong happiness stimulator, sense of wellness, 
extroversion and conscious lucidity. 
Pink. It’s the colour that makes young. Colour therapy give 
recognition to its universal relaxing and healing properties. 
Light blue. Sky and water colour, it is the colour of infinite 
and calm. It’s associated with affective depth and meditation, 
in fact it has a relaxing effect on nervous system. 
Green. Colour of physical and mental balance, it promotes 
serenity and interior peace, in addition to helping to reduce 
anxiety. 
Orange. According to the colour therapy it has a strong effect 
of distribution and integration of mental and physical energy. 
It gives serenity, optimism and happiness of live.

Colour 
Specified inside the sheet

Fragrance 
Specified inside the sheet
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Fragrance 
It is available in different fragrances, according to the table: 
Clay. It’s the nature aroma, it purifies, it invigorates, it 
balances and cures, and it has a relaxing and invigorating 
effect. 
Coconut. It has a delicate, heating and detoxifying action. It 
fights the headache and it induces to the relaxation. 
Strawberry. It has energizing virtues, that help to fight stress 
and anxiety. 
Jasmine. This essence strongly influences the plan of the 
emotions: anxieties disappear and it is able to make the 
humour changing. 
Rose. Its fragrance gives a sense of security and harmony and 
allows to overcome egoism and egocentrism. 
Lily of the valley. It represents the sensuality and gives a 
sense of calm and the return to the inner dimension. It has 
purifying properties. 
Vanilla and ginger. The vanilla arouses a feeling of well-
being and relaxation. Its aroma is euphoric and comforting, 
it reduces anger and irritability. The ginger note fires up and 
fortifies the vanilla scent. 
White chocolate. It evokes an atmosphere of pleasant laxity 
and physical wellness, it is comforting and reassuring. 
Orchid. It has calming virtues and it is used to treat mental 
and nervous diseases. 
Peach. Characteristic sweet and warming fragrance that 
reminds the warmth of the childhood. 
Almond. Extracted from almond tree flowers, it is a sweet and 
velvety aroma that recalls the first warmth of spring. 
Orange. Young, sweet and reassuring aroma. It has the 
property of making the heart happy, of making in a good mood 
and of releasing the stress. 
Mimosa. Flower of the homonymous plant it’s useful to 
contrast nervousness, shock, depression and insomnia.
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Active Principles 
See the table in which formulation are them possible.  
Bamboo. The bamboo is a spontaneous plant that allows a 
better bony resistance and a better absorption of the calcium 
thanks to its principle active, the silica. Thanks to the wealth 
of mineral it has a positive action on fingernails and hair and 
it helps the healing of wounds and ulcers. 
Panthenol. It constitutes one of the most stable forms of 
pantothenic acid (or vitamin B5), it has a moisturizing and 
lenitive action. It favours in fact a better cutaneous moisture, 
penetrating in the deepest layers of the skin and fixing in it the 
water. Moreover it favours the metabolism of the cutaneous 
cells stimulating the healing process and the renewal of the 
skin. 
Vaseline oil. This fluid mineral oil is very used as covering 
agent because it gives a sense of smoothness. It is one of 
the most effective emollients and one of the safest cosmetic 
ingredients because it doesn’t contain toxic elements and 
germs. It doesn’t obstruct the pore. 
Almond oil. It is known and appreciated for its sweetening 
emollients, nourishing and lenitive properties and to be also 
well tolerate by the most sensitive skins. It is rich of vitamins 
E, B, proteins and minerals and so it is useful to contrast the 
skin aging. 
Vitamin E. It improves the conditions of the cutaneous 
surface because it maintains the correct hydration. It has an 
anti-inflammatory action and it defends the skin from aging. It 
has an anti-oxidant function for free radicals of the skin. 
Jojoba Oil. It has disinfectant and anti-fungal properties.
It has some good curative and protective qualities and it is a 
good moisturizer of the skin. It penetrates in the skin leaving 
it as silk. This oil contains Vitamin E, minerals and natural 
elements. 
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Blackcurrant oil. Its oily formulation allows to have a correct 
balancing of fat acids Omega 3 and Omega 6. Thanks to this 
composition it has an anti-inflammatory and anti-allergic 
action. Moreover it acts as natural strengthener and hardener 
for the nails. 
Argan Oil. This oil is used for its soothing, hydrating and 
strongly elasticizing properties. Stimulating the cell renewal, 
it has excellent antioxidant properties and it is frequently 
used in anti-age cosmetic products. The Argan Oil stimulates 
the intracellular oxygenation and it protects the connective 
tissues. Its application restores the hydro-lipidic skin layer and 
it increases the nourishment of the cells. 
Vitamin A. It prevents, avoids and retards skin aging 
phenomena. It has a skin protection function. It’s particularly 
indicated in winter because it induces an epidermal 
thickening. 
Trace Elements. Complex of Trace elements, in form of 
Salts of Pyrrolidone Carboxylic Acid (PCA), among which 
Zinc and Copper. The trace elements are a product ideal for 
cosmetic treatments in fact it’s a coadjutant if hydration, 
elasticity, remineralisation of the skin, regulation of the sebum, 
cellular revitalization and respiration. The Copper and the 
Zinc contained in the trace elements contribute to hold under 
control the electric field of the fundamental layer of the 
derma optimizing the enzymatic mechanisms and intercellular 
exchange.

For every addition or change of Active Principles please 
contact the laboratory.
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